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THE CLIENT: LOOPIO
Loopio is a Toronto-based software provider that helps companies streamline their response
process for RFPs, DDQs, and security questionnaires. With Loopio, teams can respond faster,
improve response quality, and win more business. Loopio is one of Canada’s fastest-growing
tech startups and ranked twice on Deloitte’s Technology Fast 50™ list.

AT A GLANCE
The Challenge
Loopio needed content that would build trust
with customers at every stage of the sales funnel
and, ultimately, help reps close more deals.

The Solution
Fresh Perspective Copywriting provided case
studies that balance emotional storytelling with
logic (two things B2B tech buyers need to feel
confident that a new solution will work for them).

The Results
The case studies have received more than 1,500
views. They inspire potential customers to buy
and existing customers to expand their accounts.

THE CHALLENGE: TELLING STORIES THAT EARN CUSTOMERS’ TRUST
Customer stories are the most powerful proof point for persuading buyers to make a change, especially when that change
involves adopting new software at work.

“It can be scary for B2B buyers to try something new,” said Jillian Wood, Director of Marketing Communications at
Loopio. “They need to see proof points, tips, and testimonials from customers to feel confident that a solution will
work for them.”
But it’s challenging for tech marketers to tell the human, emotional stories that resonate with customers. B2B content
is often dry and loaded with jargon. However, customers don’t want to know why a company thinks its product is great.
They want to hear real stories about how their peers solved their top business challenges.
Case studies must help marketers achieve their business goals while telling a human story that engages readers. Loopio
believes that the most effective case studies are the ones that make their customers look like heroes.

“Our customers love sharing their expertise,” said Jillian. “At the same time, case studies help us build trust with
buyers at every stage of the funnel—and, ultimately, close more deals.”
When Jillian started at Loopio, she knew that she needed up-to-date stories about different industries, use cases, and
personas. She wanted every potential customer who visited Loopio’s website to see themselves reflected in case studies.
To do this, she needed to scale quickly.

THE SOLUTION: A CASE STUDY WRITER WHO
UNDERSTANDS THE PAIN POINTS OF B2B
TECH BUYERS
“One challenge in B2B tech is developing interesting, human
stories, and Rachel is a master of that. She understands the
business impact we want to communicate, but she also knows how
to balance emotion with logic. I think that B2B marketing can use
a bit more heart and personality in storytelling, and Rachel has
always brought that.”
“When I started at Loopio, the marketing and sales teams had a long
list of content that they wanted me to create,” said Jillian. “I had to
move quickly and needed an A-player to help us build our case study
library.”
Luckily, Jillian knew exactly where to go.
“I started working with Rachel Foster in my first content marketing role with another fast-scaling startup,” said Jillian. “She wrote
many case studies for us, and our experience was so good that I wanted to recreate it at Loopio. I trust Rachel and know she’s
great at telling stories that strike the right balance between emotion and logic.”
Jillian particularly appreciated Rachel’s years of experience writing copy for B2B tech companies. When she brings Rachel into a
new project, she knows that she can pick things up without much explanation or guidance.
Rachel also spent four years as a full-time proposal writer before she went freelance—the same role as Loopio’s customers.
“Since Rachel wrote proposals in the past, she understands our prospects’ pain points,” said Jillian.

THE PROCESS: PUBLISH MORE CASE STUDIES, FASTER
Before hiring Rachel, Jillian and the communications team handled not only
customer outreach and interviews, but also the entire writing and editing
process for each story.
Although Rachel interviews customers as part of her case study packages, the
Loopio team does this task themselves as they enjoy chatting with customers
and learning about their stories.
After the interview is complete, the Loopio team compiles the background
information and sends it to Rachel.
“Handing off the project at the writing stage saves us so much time and lets
us keep the momentum going,” said Jillian. “This stage is where the bulk of the
thinking happens, and we don’t want to leave customers hanging after their
interviews. Having Rachel come in and write awesome stories quickly adds to
their experience and helps us get approvals faster.”
In addition to writing the case studies, Rachel shares ways Loopio can get more
eyes on its content. She sends Jillian useful articles and tips that will make
Loopio’s marketing efforts more successful.
Jillian also appreciates how Rachel always meets deadlines.

“I’ve struggled with vendors who don’t have good processes in place,” said
Jillian. “Since I’m so busy, I need someone to own a project and keep things
moving. Rachel does a great job with this, so I don’t need to worry about
missing my deadlines or leaving customers hanging.”

THE CONTENT: HOW LOOPIO USES CASE STUDIES TO IMPROVE MARKETING AND SALES ROI
Case studies play a key role in Loopio’s sales, marketing, and customer success strategies.
Here’s how Loopio uses case studies to engage customers:

Posting case studies
on its website as
interactive pages

Creating PDF versions
that sales reps can
send to customers

Giving sales reps a
summary of the case study
and success metrics that
they can include in email
nurture campaigns

Putting quotes from the
case studies on their
website, sales decks,
and in other product
marketing materials

Rachel also prepares a blog post to complement every case study. The
blog posts are great for engaging early-stage leads who are just starting
to research their problem.
The posts follow a hero’s journey of how a Loopio customer solved a
problem. But instead of focusing on Loopio, it tells a personal story
where one customer shares their expertise and provides tips to readers.
“Not only are the blog posts helpful for readers, but they also make it
much more compelling for customers to participate in a case study,” said
Jillian. “They get to be the hero in a story—which is great for building
their brand, sharing their expertise with others, and getting some
recognition from their boss.”

THE RESULTS: BOTH NEW AND EXISTING CUSTOMERS READ LOOPIO’S CASE STUDIES
The case studies have helped Loopio engage customers throughout every stage of their buying journey.

“Since we’ve started working with Rachel, our case studies have received more than 1,500 views,” said Jillian. “The stories
show new customers the results they can achieve when they partner with us.”
The case studies not only inspire and educate prospects—they also show existing customers how to drive more value from
Loopio. These stories are helpful in getting customers to expand their accounts.
“The case studies have helped us earn trust from our customers and sell the value of Loopio in a way that we can’t do when we
just talk about it ourselves,” said Jillian.
In the future, Jillian plans to work with Rachel on case studies about different roles and use cases.

Since we’ve started working with Rachel, our case studies have received more than 1,500 views,” said Jillian. “The stories
show new customers the results they can achieve when they partner with us.”

JILLIAN’S TOP 3 TIPS ON HOW TO SUCCEED WITH CASE STUDIES
01

Plan ahead
Many B2B companies are formal and process-driven, so it can take time to get
people to agree to a case study.
“If you sell to marketers or salespeople, they’re a lot more vocal and like doing
case studies. But the professions I serve are very technical. They always want
to check with procurement and know all the details, so it’s a longer and harder
process to get the okay.”
You may have long stretches where you wait for customers to give you the goahead. Then, you may get five new case studies all at once.
Plan your resources so that you won’t leave customers hanging when they are ready to do interviews.
“Great copywriters are in demand,” said Jillian. “If they are booked, you might need to use someone with less
experience.”
Jillian recommends reaching out to your top vendors at the beginning of the quarter or as soon as you have the budget.
That way, you can discuss potential projects and get on their calendar before they get booked up.

02

Develop a process for uncovering case studies
Jillian recommends building a close relationship with your customer-facing teams so that you can identify customers
who might have a great story. Check in quarterly to see if your teams have recommendations for case studies, and
then ask for an introduction to the customer.
“Sometimes getting a great case study is a marathon, not a sprint,” said Jillian. “Anything you can do to get more
airtime with customers will help when Sales tells you that they need a new case study. If you’ve spent time building
relationships, you should have a roster of customers who are willing to share their stories.”

03

Learn from what you uncover in your stories
Case studies don’t just educate customers—they also educate you about what your customers think, the challenges
they face, and what they find valuable about your solution.
“It’s incredibly educational for me as a content marketer to get these insights,” said Jillian. “Our case studies help the
entire company learn more about how our customers use Loopio, how they talk about our solutions, and how they
define success.”

WANT SIMILAR RESULTS?
Our done-for-you case study packages will
give you the powerful stories you need to
influence prospects, shorten your sales
cycles, and boost revenue.

CHECK OUT OUR CASE STUDY COPYWRITING PACKAGES

